
Our Best. Made Even Better. 

For 45 years, Hot Spring® Spas has been committed to providing The Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership 

Experience®. Designed for those who expect the very best, the all-new Highlife Collection delivers on 

that promise more than ever before.

With a Highlife Collection hot tub from Hot Spring Spas, every day is a chance to start fresh, inspiring you 

to do more, experience more, and live more.

Unleash Your Best Self™

 

 

 

THE ALL-NEW  

HIGHLIFE® COLLECTION



LEADING ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Multiple layers of the same urethane foam used in commercial freezers locks in heat. With the 

comprehensive Energy Smart® system of innovations, these are our most energy-efficient hot tubs.

100% NO-BYPASS FILTRATION

All the water is filtered all the time, even when the jets are running. Exclusive high-flow Tri-X® filters 

are the key to helping keep water crystal clear.

MOTO-MASSAGE® DX JET

Patented moving jets provide two powerful water streams that sweep up and down your back for 

a massage like no other.

POLYMER SUBSTRUCTURE AND BASE PAN

Built for durability and long life with a structure that will never rust or rot.

EXCEPTIONALLY DESIGNED. GENEROUSLY APPOINTED.

The Highlife® Collection raises the bar for what a hot tub can be. Reimagined from the ground up, these spas lead the 

way with exclusive innovations that deliver legendary massage, easy water care, and leading energy efficiency.

FRESHWATER® SALT SYSTEM READY 

It’s the simple way to keep your water clean, soft and natural feeling without harsh odors, itchy 

skin, or irritated eyes. Spend more time enjoying your spa and less time maintaining it. 

Cabinet: Java 

Shell: Alpine White

 

 

To see more, visit hotspring.com/new-highlife-collection



LEGENDARY MASSAGE

Over the decades, Hot Spring® Spas perfected the warm water massage. The all-new Highlife® Collection is now even 

better with a distinctive experience that is precise and personalized.

Newly sculpted seats are shaped to better fit your body’s natural contours and relieve pressure. Jets were added and 

thoughtfully arranged for a more complete and targeted full-body massage. Control valves are easier to reach to dial in that 

personalized massage. Step into a Highlife Collection spa and emerge feeling better physically, mentally, and emotionally.

STRIKINGLY BEAUTIFUL 

Bold, yet elegant. Fresh, yet timeless. 

Graceful, yet powerful. The Highlife® 

Collection redefines how a hot tub 

looks. Elegantly contoured corners 

reveal accent lights that beckon you 

closer. Stainless steel and brushed 

metal finishes add richness and 

refinement. Clean lines, rich 

finishes and durable materials 

all work together in harmony 

to create a unique look that 

both inspires and endures.

Cabinet: Blackwood 

Shell: Platinum



PERSONALIZE YOUR SPA

Actual colors and product may differ from what is shown. Please see your local dealer to verify.

Polyester covers are available 

as an optional upgrade.

© 2023 Watkins Wellness®, 1280 Park Center Drive, Vista, California 92081. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of Watkins 

Wellness Corporation. Specifications, features, and colors are subject to change without notice. Not all features are available on all products. 
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THE HIGHLIFE® COLLECTION

GRANDEE®

7 Seats

49 Jets

Open Seating

8’4” x 7’7” x 38”

254 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm

230 V

ENVOY®

5 Seats

55 Jets

Lounge Seating

8’4” x 7’7” x 38” 

254 cm x 231 cm x 97 cm

230 V

PRODIGY®

5 Seats

28 Jets

Open Seating

7’ x 6’6” x 33”

213 cm x 198 cm x 84 cm

230 V 

VANGUARD®

6 Seats

42 Jets

Open Seating

7’3” x 7’3” x 36”

220 cm x 220 cm x 91 cm

230 V

JETSETTER® LX

3 Seats

30 Jets

Lounge Seating

7’ x 5’8” x 33”

213 cm x 173 cm x 84 cm

230 V

ARIA®

5 Seats

42 Jets

Lounge Seating

7’3” x 7’3” x 36”

220 cm x 220 cm x 91 cm

230 V

JETSETTER®

3 Seats

22 Jets

Lounge Seating

7’ x 5’8” x 33”

213 cm x 173 cm x 84 cm

115 V or 230 V

SOVEREIGN®

5 Seats

32 Jets

Lounge Seating

6’8” x 7’9” x 33”

203 cm x 236 cm x 84 cm

230 V

 

 

To see more, visit hotspring.com/new-highlife-collection



NECESSORIES®

Add enjoyment to your spa experience with genuine Hot Spring® accessory options. Choose from a variety of cover 

lifters, spa side enhancements, spa care products, and the CoolZone™ hot tub cooling system on select models. 

STEPS

Steps make it easier to get in and out of your hot tub and 

are available in five colors designed to match the spa. 

SPEAKERS

Enjoy high-quality music from exclusive optional 

speakers that pop up when needed and hide away with 

a push of your finger.

Cabinet: Linen 

Shell: Alpine White


